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COMPUTABILITY AND NONCOMPUTABILITY

IN CLASSICAL ANALYSIS

BY

MARIAN BOYKAN POUR-EL AND IAN RICHARDS

Abstract. This paper treats in a systematic way the following question: which basic

constructions in real and complex analysis lead from the computable to the

noncomputable, and which do not? The topics treated include: computability for

C", C°°, real analytic functions, Fourier series, and Fourier transforms. A final

section presents a more general approach via "translation invariant operators".

Particular attention is paid to those processes which occur in physical applications.

The approach to computability is via the standard notion of recursive function from

mathematical logic.

This paper represents an excursion through some of the main topics in classical

analysis, with a view to determining their computability. We shall move in order

through three basic domains: C" functions, analytic functions, and Fourier series

and transforms. In a final section, a general approach to several of our results is

given via " translation invariant operators." Particular attention will be paid to those

operations which are useful in physical applications. Our viewpoint will be that of

recursion theory. Thus, as is standard in recursion theory, we make free use of

nonconstructive methods to delineate the set of computable functions within the

larger set of all functions. In this way, our work differs from that of the intuitionists

such as Brouwer and Heyting, the Leningrad school of Sanin, Zaslavskii and others,

and the work of Bishop—all of whom are concerned with constructive methods of

proof (cf. [1, 2,3, 6, 16, 20]).

The purpose of this paper is to show which of the basic operations of analysis lead

from the computable to the noncomputable, and which do not. Sometimes this is

easy to guess. However, there are surprises. Particularly curious, in our view, are

certain theorems which give computability in cases where one's first classical

intuition would be to look for the "obvious" counterexample. For instance, we

would expect that differentiation is not a computable process (because d/dx is not a

bounded operator). This is true. But the mere existence of a continuous second

derivative of a computable function forces the computability of the first. By

extension, of course, if a function / is C°° (but only / itself is assumed to be

computable), then all of its derivatives are computable. One then asks whether the

set of derivatives/, /', /",... ,/<"),... is computable as a sequence, uniformly in n.

Here our intuition is correct: this is too much to ask.
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[It should be remarked that such counterexamples, even when expected, are useful.

For they demonstrate that the nonconstructive character of certain traditional proofs

is inherent in the theorems themselves. When a noncomputable function is proved to

exist from computable data, the proof cannot be constructive.]

We turn now to analytic functions. Here the most natural approach would be to

assume the function computable over a region in the complex plane. Then one gets

the obvious consequence: by Cauchy's integral formula, the sequence of wth deriva-

tives is computable, uniformly in n. (Uniformity in n did not hold for C°° functions;

this corresponds to the well-known distinction between "C00" and "analytic".) The

question becomes more interesting if we assume only that our function is real-

analytic and computable along the real hne. Then the extension to an open region in

the complex plane, while it does exist, does not represent a " well-posed" problem in

the sense of Hadamard; that is, very small functions on the real axis can extend to

functions which grow arbitrarily rapidly in the j>-direction in the complex plane.

Nevertheless, this question yields a positive answer: if a function fix) is real-

analytic, and if / itself (but not /', /",... ) is assumed computable, then the entire

sequence of derivatives is computable, uniformly in n. Thus the Taylor series and all

related expressions are computable, the Hadamard criterion notwithstanding.

Following the usual progression of classical analysis, we turn next to Fourier

series and integrals. Here the difficulties in the classical pointwise theories suggest

counterexamples, and this time our intuition turns out to be correct. The counter-

examples can be built, following the model of the standard divergent cases. How-

ever, the development requires a little care. The most interesting phenomenon,

perhaps, is the existence of cases in which there actually is convergence (in fact,

uniform convergence), but the convergence is not effective.

All of the above-mentioned results are proved using elementary methods. If we

allow more powerful analytic and topological tools, then several of our results can be

subsumed into one general theorem, Theorem 7 in §5. At the same time, by using a

more delicate metrical result which we call the Effective Modulus Lemma, we can

strengthen some of our counterexamples (cf. Example 8). We have put this section at

the end in order to signal the fact that the earlier results can be handled using only

elementary tools from analysis.

So far we have been deliberately vague about the domains on which these various

phenomena occur—specifically about the distinction between compact and noncom-

pact domains. We believe that most of the interesting problems occur for compact

domains. By contrast, the interplay between logic and analysis, which is the main

point of this paper, rarely shows up in the noncompact case. The reason is not far to

seek. In the noncompact case, we can construct a sequence of sharp "pulses" and

other misbehaviors at will, and thus produce counterexamples. We mention a few of

these in passing. The most subtle is Example 5 for entire functions. However, there is

one situation where noncompact domains are crucial: the Fourier transform, in

which the infinitude of the domain is an essential ingredient of the definition.

The plan of the paper is as follows: One section is devoted to each of the topics

mentioned above. Thus we have §1 (basic definitions), §2 (C functions) and §3
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(analytic functions). In §4 we consider the pointwise behavior of Fourier series,

Fejer's theorem, and Fourier transforms. The paper concludes with §5 (translation

invariant operators).

Since the techniques in this paper are drawn from two different areas—recursion

theory and analysis—we have presented our arguments in great detail. We believe

that they can be followed by interested readers from either discipline. The few

exceptions, where we give "sketches", are clearly indicated.

1. Basic definitions and facts. For the sake of reference, we list here the basic

definitions and some facts from recursive analysis. The reader is advised to skim this

section and return to it when necessary.

We assume as known the idea of a recursive function from the set N of natural

numbers into itself, or from N« -» N. Then a sequence {/■„} of rational numbers is

called computable if there exist three recursive functions a, b, s from N to N such

that rn = ( — l)s{n\a(n)/b(n)\. Similarly we define a computable double or c7-fold

sequence of rationals. We remark that the set of all rationals can be arranged in a

computable sequence.

Definition. A real number x is called computable if there is a computable

sequence of rationals {/•„} which converges effectively to x; this means that there is a

recursive function ein) for which k > ein) implies \x — rk\< 10~". Then, passing

effectively to the subsequence {/•„'} = {re(n)}, we have | jc — a%^ ] =^ 10~" for all n.

Thus we need two conditions: that the sequence {/•„} is computable, and that the

convergence is effective. The idea of effective convergence plays a crucial role in our

proofs. In cases of noneffective convergence, we cannot guarantee that the limit will

be computable, although that might happen by accident. Example 6 and the

Effective Modulus Lemma (§5) show cases in which convergence is noneffective. The

limiting value is computable in Example 6, but noncomputable in the Modulus

Lemma.

Definition. A sequence of real numbers {xk} is called computable if there is a

computable double sequence of rationals {rkn} such that

I** - rkn\^ 1(A"    for all k,n.

A vector (xx,...,x ) E R« is called computable if each of its components is a

computable real; similarly for sequences of q-vectors.

We come now to the notion of a computable function/: R« -» R1. This is a central

notion in recursive analysis, and we briefly retrace its history. For simplicity, we first

consider the case where/is defined on a closed bounded rectangle /« = [a¡ < x¡ < b¡,

1 < i '• < q] in R«, whose endpoints a¡, b¡ are computable reals. Banach and Mazur

proposed the definition: a function /: Iq -» R1 is computable if it is sequentially

computable, i.e.:

(a) / maps every computable sequence of points in R« into a computable sequence

of reals.

This definition was too broad. Grzegorczyk [4] gave a definition based on

recursive functionals. He observed that an equivalent definition, in a form usable by
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analysts, can be given by postulating (a) and in addition effective uniform continuity:

(b) There exists a recursive function din) such that, for all points x, y E Iq,

\x-y\< l/rf(ii) implies |/(jc) -f(y) |< HT".

Thus we have the well-known [4, 5]:

Definition. A function /: Iq -» R1 is computable if it satisfies both conditions (a)

and (b) above.

Conditions (a) and (b) have been found useful in recursive analysis because they

correspond directly to the classical notions of pointwise evaluation of a function and

uniform continuity. In this paper, we find effective uniform continuity playing an

especially prominent role in Theorems 1, 4, and 7, and sequential computability in

Example 8.

Other equivalent definitions have been given: cf. Grzegorczyk [4, 5], Lacombe[9],

and Pour-El and Caldwell [12] who give a definition in terms of an effective

Weierstrass approximation theorem. The following definition, which uses only

mappings on the rationals, was suggested by Mycielski:

A function/: Iq -» R is computable if and only if there exist recursive functions

<p:NXQq ̂  Q,   *:N^N,

such that

\x - r\< l/*in) implies |/(;c) - cp(w, r) |< 10~",

for n E N, r E Qq, x E I".

An important extension is the notion of a computable sequence of real-valued

functions. Still working over a bounded rectangle /« Ç R«, we define

Definition. A sequence [fk] of functions fk: Iq -» R is called computable if

(a) fk maps every computable sequence {xn} of points in Iq into a computable

double sequence fkixn) of reals; and

(b) there exists a recursive function din, k) such that, for all points x, y E Iq,

\x-y\<l/din,k)imolits\fkix)-fkiy)\<lO-".

Mycielski's definition can be similarly extended.

Remark. As an important special case of the above, we observe that if {fk} is a

computable sequence of functions, and x0 is a fixed computable real, then [fkix0)}

is a computable (single) sequence of reals. This is used in Example 3.

To extend these notions to the case of functions whose domain is R«, we take the

sequence of rectangles IN= ( — TV" < x¡. < N, 1 < /' < q).

Definition. A function/: R« -» R1 is called computable if

(a)/is sequentially computable as above (with xk E R« instead of xk E Iq), and

(b') there is a recursive function din, N) such that, for all points x, y in the

rectangle IN,

\x- y\< \/d(n, 7Y) implies |/(jc) -/(.y)|< 10"".

The definition of a computable sequence of functions on R«, while similar to the

above, is not needed in this paper and will not be spelled out.
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The following are basic results from recursive analysis:

A. If a sequence of functions [fk] is computable, and converges effectively and

uniformly to a limit/, then/is computable (cf. [4, 5]).

B. Integration over computable bounded rectangles Iq in R« is a computable

process. This is easily established by effectivizing the standard Riemann sum

definition.

We conclude with some well-known facts from recursion theory. A set A of

natural numbers is called recursively enumerable if there is a recursive function a(n)

which enumerates A. The function ain) can be adjusted to be one-to-one. A set A is

recursive if both it and its complement in N are recursively enumerable. There exist

recursively enumerable sets which are not recursive. Furthermore, there exist recur-

sively inseparable pairs of sets A, B: this means that A and £ are recursively

enumerable and disjoint, and there is no recursive set C with A EC and £ n C = 0.

2. The computable theory of C, 1 < n < oo. Throughout this section, unless

stated otherwise, we assume that our functions are defined on a compact interval

[a, b] whose endpoints a, b are computable real numbers. (A few results for the

infinite interval (—00,00) are given at the end of the section.) We shall investigate

how the notion of computability extends up and down through the various deriva-

tives for C" and C°°.

Integration has already been dispensed with (cf. §1). Differentiation is consider-

ably trickier. The first result was obtained by Myhill [11], who showed that there

exist computable functions which are C1 but whose derivatives are not computable.

He suggested (in a footnote) that the same should hold for some C°° functions.

However, this is false, for we have

Theorem I. If a computable function fix) on [a, b] is of class C2, then its first

derivative is computable.

Corollary la. If a computable function fix) is of class C°°, then each of its

derivatives is computable.

On the other hand, Theorem 1 is close to best possible, for by modifying Myhill's

counterexample we can show

Example 2. There exists a computable function fix) on [0,1] which is twice

differentiable (but not C2) and whose first derivative is not computable.

There is a corresponding example which delimits Corollary la, namely

Example 3. There exists a computable function fix) on [— 1,1] which is C00, but

for which the sequence of derivatives fix), fix),... ,/<n)(jc),... is not computable

uniformly in n.

We now prove Theorem 1 and Example 3. We have a reason for postponing

Example 2; there is a more subtle question which we intend to address below, and it

leads to a counterexample which combines nicely with Example 2. This will be

covered in the section on "translation invariant operators".
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Proof of Theorem 1. Recall (cf. §1) that/'(jc) is computable if and only if it is

sequentially computable and effectively uniformly continuous. Since f"(x) is con-

tinuous on the compact interval [a, b], fix) is bounded, and hence by the mean

value theorem/'(x) satisfies

\f'(x) - f'(y) \< M ■ \x — y | ,    for any integer M > max \f"(x) \ .

Thus fix) is effectively uniformly continuous. We need to prove that it is

also sequentially computable. The idea, of course, is to compute /'(x„) as

l\m[fiy) — fix„)]/(y - x„) for some sequence of values y„k -» xn as k -» oo. The

difficulty is that the difference quotient may not converge effectively. This difficulty

vanishes when/'(x) is effectively uniformly continuous, as we now show.

Let {xn} be a computable sequence of real numbers, xn E [a, b]. Since /' is

effectively uniformly continuous, there exists a recursive function din, k) such that

\y - jc„|*S I/din, k) implies | f(y) - /'(*„) |< 10"*. We would hke to write ynk =

xn + (1 /din, k)), but this number might be greater than b. So we proceed as

follows. Since a, b, and [xn) are computable, there exist rational numbers r, s and a

computable rational sequence {qn} such that

\r-a\<(b-a)/W,

\s-b\*z(b-a)/l0,

\qm-xm\<(b-a)/l0.

We can also assume that 1 /din, k) < (è — a)/10. Then we define

= ix„ + il/din,k))    itq„-r<(s-r)/2,

\xn - il/din, k))    otherwise.

Now we claim that

\y«k-xn)

This follows from the mean value theorem and the definition of din, k): the

difference quotient is/'(£) for some £ between xn andynk, and | £ - xn |< I/din, k).

Since / is computable, the sequence of difference quotients is computable, uniformly

inn, k. The error 10~* is uniform in n, and thus {/'(*„)} is computable.

As mentioned above, we pass over Example 2 (whose proof is given in §5) and

proceed to Example 3.

Construction of Example 3. We will build a computable C00 function fx) such

that the sequence of nth derivatives {/(n)(0)} is not bounded by any recursive

function.

Take a recursive function a(n) (from N -> N) which generates a recursively

enumerable nonrecursive set in a one-to-one manner. Assume that a(«) =£ 0,1 for all

n.

Define £„ recursively by £0 = 1,

R„ = 2nR"„_x.
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(Then 2"!< Rn < 2"" for n > 0. However, the exact size of £„ is not important for

our purposes.)

To define our counterexample, set

/(*) = I *'*-"<*>-cosí***+ j),     xe[-l,l].
k=0

This function is clearly computable, since the individual terms of the series are

computable, and the series is effectively uniformly convergent (being dominated by

2 Rkl since aik) > 2; and in view of the fact that Rk > 2*').

Furthermore, if n is held fixed, the series for the n th derivative is also effectively

uniformly convergent: for the series is

/<«>(*)= 2Rl+1-"w- [z2}(RkX + l)'
k=0

and aik) < n + 1 for only finitely many k. Then by a well-known theorem of

analysis, f("\x) exists and is given by this series.

Thus/G C00. This means, as we have already proved in Corollary la, that for

each fixed n, the derivative f("\x) is computable. However, we shall show that as

n -» oo, the sequence of values |/(n)(0) | grows faster than any recursive function. To

do this, we use the " pseudo-inverse"

«(«) = max{k | aik) < n).

Then «(//) is not recursive; furthermore, there is no recursive function u(w) with

w(w) < vin). (Otherwise we would have an effective procedure for deciding whether

an integer n belongs to the range of a.)

Now there is no loss of generality in considering only those values n for which

u(n) > n (infinitely many of these n must exist, since no recursive function bounds

«(«)). We will show that

if u(n)> n, then |/(n)(0) |> u(n).

Fix a value of n with m(/j) > n, and write m = «(«).

We now examine the series given above for/<n)(x). The wth term (which turns

out to dominate all of the others) is

Rn+\-a(m).   { ± sjn or cos (      )}.

Thus I (wth term)(x = 0) | is £^+1~a<m) • y/1/2, since the sin or cos is evaluated at

7t/4. Since aim) < n (by definition, m = uin) = max{/c | aik) < «}), we see that

|wthterm|>£m/l72.

All previous terms, involving k < m,

R«+i-a(k). {±sinorcos(    )},

are dominated by R"k < Rk (since m = u(n) > n, and aik) > 2). Furthermore, there

are m such terms. Since £m = 2m£™_,, the sum of these previous terms has

absolute value at most Rm/2. Since ^1/2 > 1/2 (the difference exceeds 0.1), the

terms with ic<mdo not cancel the wth term; in fact the wth term exceeds the sum
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of all previous terms by at least (0.1)£m > (0.1)2m! > 2w = 2w(«) for w > 2; thus

(*) 2 (Arthterm)(x = 0)
k = 0

> 2w = 2w(«),    for m(h) > n > 2.

As for the terms with k > m, these give aik) > n (again since m — uin) —

max{k\aik) < n}). For at most one value of k is aik) = n + 1. Otherwise the

exponent n + 1 — aik)in

Rn+l-a(k).   (±sinorcos(      )}

is negative. Since Rk 3= 2k', the resulting series converges very rapidly to a value

which we bound, rather crudely, by 2. Combining this with (*) we obtain:

For all n where m(/i) > n > 2,

|/(,?)(0)|>w = «(«).

Since m( « ) is not bounded by any recursive function, this completes the proof.

We conclude this part with another counterexample, briefly sketched.

Remark 3a (the noncompact case). Theorem 1 breaks down if the compact

interval [a, b] is replaced by an infinite interval. We shall give the construction but

omit any further details, since they are similar to the details in Example 3 and

considerably easier. We start with a C00 function <p(x) which is supported on the

interval [—1/2,1/2] and such that its sequence of nth derivatives is computable

uniformly in n; such a function is

<p(jc) = fe-A/(i-4*2)i     f0r|x|<l/2,

[O elsewhere.

Set <p„(x) = (l/«)-m(«2x), so that <pn has amplitude l/n but <p'n has amplitude =

Const • n. Now, as in Example 3, let a(«) be a recursive function which generates a

recursively enumerable nonrecursive set in a one-to-one manner. Our counterexam-

ple is the function defined on ( — oo, oo) by

00

fix) =   2 <Pk(x - aik)).
k=\

Then / is computable over the entire real line, but fix) grows faster than any

computable function as x -» + oo.

Remark 3b (sequences of functions). Theorem 1 also breaks down if the

individual function / is replaced by a computable sequence of functions. The reason

is easy to see. For Theorem 1 depended on the compactness of the domain. Now a

sequence of functions [fkix)}, 0 < x < 1, is the same thing as a single function on

the noncompact domain N X [0,1]. This simple observation allows us to carry over

the counterexample of Remark 3a. We merely take the function /on ( — 00,00)

defined there, and write

fk(x)=f(x + k),       0<*<1.

3. The computable theory of real-analytic functions. Let/(x) be a function which is

real-analytic on an open interval / in the real line. (That is, / has a power series
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expansion in some neighborhood of every point x0 G £ or equivalently, / has an

analytic continuation to some region Q D / in the complex plane.) This continuation

problem is pathological in several respects. For example, as noted in the introduc-

tion, the problem is not well posed in the sense of Hadamard: thus the sequence of

functions/m(x) = (1/w) • cos wx, which approaches zero uniformly on the real line,

grows arbitrarily rapidly in the imaginary direction as w -» oo.

Suppose now that /(x) is computable and real-analytic on I, but with no

assumptions about the computabihty of its power series or analytic continuation.

Surprisingly, in view of the aforementioned pathologies, the continuation problem is

well behaved with respect to computabihty. This we now show.

Theorem 4. Let a and r be computable real numbers with 0 < a < r. Suppose that

fix) has a Taylor series expansion which converges on ( — r,r), and that /(x) is

computable on the subinterval [ — a, a]. Then f has a computable analytic continuation

to the disk {|z|<a}, and the sequence of derivatives {f("\z)} is computable,

uniformly in n, on this disk.

We note that uniformity in n fails for C°° functions (Example 3, §2). The theorem

also fails for noncompact domains or for sequences of functions (as we will show

below). In a sense, these limitations mark the point where the failure of the

Hadamard criterion comes into play.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let the Taylor expansion of /be
OO

fix) —   2 ckXk,        —r<x<r.
k=0

We have not assumed that the coefficients cn are computable. But by Theorem 1 we

know that, since / is computable and C00 on [ — a, a], each of its derivatives is

computable; and thus the same holds for each c„ — f(n)(fS)/n\. Our objective is to

show that the entire sequence {c„} is computable. To do this, we will use the Taylor

series to derive a priori estimates on \f("\x) | which are effective, uniformly in n.

From the standard test for radius of convergence,

k,-
lim sup )J\ ck | < l/r.

k-*cc

Take any computable real number £ with a< R < r. Then there exists an integer N0

such that

k^N0   implies | ck\<(l/R)k.

Since N0 is a fixed integer, the set [ck \ k < N0) is bounded, and there exists another

integer M0 such that

\ck\<M0   iork<N0.

(Incidentally, it is this choice of 7V0, M0 which does not extend effectively to

computable sequences of analytic functions.) We now establish effective bounds on

the derivatives/(n>(z), \z\< a, n = 0,1,2,_Differentiating the series for/gives

00

/<">(z) =   2 Kk - 1) • • • (k - n + l)ckzk-".
k = 0
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We bound the first 7Y0 terms of this series by

tf0-[jrçw0(i+«)*•].

The tail of the series is dominated by

2  k(k - 1) • • • (k - n + l)iak-"/Rk)
k^N0

<R-»-  f k(k - 1) • • • (k - n + l)(a/R)k~a.
k = 0

Now this last series is just R~"id/dx)"[l/il — x)] evaluated at x = a/R < 1. Thus

for all n and | z | < a,

\f\z)\<NJ+xM0(\ +a)A,0 + £«![l/(£-a)]n+1.

This gives us the desired effective bound on the sequence {f(n)(z)].

Now the proof of Theorem 1 can be used to show that the sequence {f^"\x)}

(x real) is computable, uniformly in n. Recall that in Theorem 1, a bound on/"(x)

gave an effective procedure for computing fix); and by induction, a bound on

/(n)(x) allowed us to compute/'"""(x). Now that we have an effective bound on

the entire sequence {\f{n)(x) |}, | x |< a, the process of Theorem 1 becomes effective

uniformly in n. We omit the details.

From the above we see that the sequence of Taylor coefficients cn = /<n)(0)//i! is

computable. So, also, are the partial sums of the Taylor series for each/("°(z). We

need to know that these series converge for (| z |< a], effectively in w. This follows

at once from the methods used above to estimate |/(m)(z)| . Thus the proof is

complete.

Theorem 4 does not extend to noncompact domains, as we now show.

Example 5 (the noncompact case for analytic functions). There exists an

entire function/(z) whose restriction/(x) to the real line is computable, but such

that f(z) is not computable over the whole complex plane, and f(x) is not even

computable over the real line.

[Of course, by Theorem 4,/(z) is computable on each compact disk (| z |< M}.]

Sketch of proof. The construction is similar to that in Remark 3a above (the

noncompact case for C"), but the verification of its properties is trickier. One

difference is that the C°°, compact support function <p(x) in Remark 3a is replaced

by

m(z) = e-2.

The example is

f(z)=   1 10-*<p[l02*(z-«(*))],
k = 0

where a(n) is as above.

Since the series for f(x) is effectively uniformly convergent on ( — oo, oo), f(x) is

computable on the real line. To prove that/(z) is an entire function, we observe that
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tpiz) = exp( —z2) satisfies

|tp(z)|<l    for3w/4<arg(z) <5tt/4.

Now for each fixed M, there is an integer N (not a computable function of M ) such

that k> N implies aik) > 100 M. Hence for k > N, the disk {| z \< M) lies entirely

within the sector

[3ir/4 < argiz - aik)) =£5tt/4}.

Thus, after the first N terms, the series for/(z), \z\< M, is dominated by 2 10_/i,

and hence effectively uniformly convergent.

The proof that f\x) is not computable on ( — 00,00) follows the pattern of

Remark 3a, §2. Finally, since/'(x) is not computable on ( — 00, 00), /(z) cannot be

computable over the entire complex plane (otherwise the Cauchy integral formula

would give/'(x) effectively).

Remark 5 a (sequences of functions). Theorem 4 breaks down for computable

sequences of real-analytic functions. The construction of the counterexample follows

the method of Remark 3b above. We take the function /on ( — 00,00) given in

Example 5, and create a sequence fk by setting fk(x) = fix + k).

4. The computable theory of Fourier series and transforms. We begin our discus-

sion with Fourier series. Among the questions which naturally present themselves,

some have easy answers, and others are subtle. For the sake of completeness, we

begin with certain questions which, upon investigation, turn out to be simple. We

will dispose of these quickly and then consider the more difficult problems. First we

fix some notations.

We consider computable functions/(x) on [ — 77, rr] such that/( — it) — fir). We

take the Fourier series in the form

00

/(*) =     1    cke'k\
k— — oo

and write sn(x) for the nih partial sum

n

*„(*)=.   2   cke'k\
k=-n

Then as is well known,

'„(*)= -^-ffiu)Dnix-u)du,
¿IT J-„

where £„(x) is the Dirichlet kernel,

sinO. + i),

sin {x
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We will need estimates on the L'-norms of £„(x) and Z>„(x)sin(n + {-)x (see [7,

exercises for Chapter 2.1]):

(*) — Í  \D„iu)\ du < 999 log n    iorn>3,

1    /•«■   sin2(/z + {)u log«     ,
Ï-/ ■  •    i   ■     du>^r7    forn>l.
2w^_w      | sin ^m | 500

Now we return to our investigation. Recall that we have assumed/(x) computa-

ble. Then the sequences of Fourier coefficients {c„} and partial sums [snix)} are

computable, uniformly in n; this follows from the standard integral formula for c„.

So the remaining questions concern the convergence of {s„(x)} to/(x). It is easy to

give examples of computable/ for which the sequence {^„(0)} does not converge at

all; e.g. the counterexample in [19] is a computable function. This leaves the question

of whether (i„(x)} can converge uniformly to/(x) without the convergence being

effective.

Example 6. There exists a computable function/(x) on [ — rr, -n] with/( —w) = f(m)

such that the Fourier series for/(x) converges uniformly, but the convergence is not

effective at the point x = 0.

Proof. Motivated by the second inequality in (*) above, we start with the

computable function

0„(x) = sgn x • sin(n + {)x,

where sgn x is +1 if x > 0 and — 1 if x < 0. We define

sn,kix) ~ the A:th partial sum in the Fourier series of f?„(x).

Now we combine the Dirichlet kernel formula with the second and first inequalities

in (*) respectively, and use | 9n | *£ 1 to deduce

0) s„,„(0) - 0„(O) > log «/1000 for log n > 1000;

(2) | snJ£x) - e„(x) |< 1000 log k for all x, n and all k>3.

We need one more formula, which asserts roughly that, although the Fourier series

sn k(x) for f?„(x) behaves badly when k is near n, it quiets down as soon as k > n2.

(3) |*„,*(*)-í¡,(jc)|< 1000«/*l/2-

For the sake of completeness, we sketch the proof of (3). Set £A(x) = /0* Dkiu)du.

Then Ekix) is bounded uniformly in k, and for \x\> l/kl/2, Ekix) differs from

•n ■ sgn x by less than Const//c1/2. Integration by parts in the Dirichlet kernel

formula gives

*„,*(*) = O/2t)0„('OLX(* + ft) - Ek(x - tt)]

+ (l/2*)f  0¿(u)Ek(x-u)du.
J — m

Now everything fits: replacing Ek(x ~ u) by m ■ sgn(x - u) gives us back 0„(x); and

since | #„'(«) |< Const • n, the various errors are dominated by Const • n/kl/2.

To construct the counterexample/(x), we take, as usual, a recursive function a(n)

which enumerates a recursively enumerable nonrecursive set A. We define a function
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£(w) which plays roughly the same role as the sequence £„ in Example 3:

R(n) = 22'00".

Finally we set

00

fix) =   2 2-<100-+a<"%„)(x).
n=0

(In what follows, the reader may note a certain lack of precision in our estimates. We

have chosen our parameters so as to minimize the arithmetic.)

The series for/converges effectively and uniformly by comparison with 22~100",

since | 6R |< 1. Hence/is computable.

Let skix) be the kth partial sum in the Fourier expansion of/(x). Then

00

**(*) -M = 2 2-<mn+a0,))b«(n),kix) - w*)]-
n = 0

We break this series into three parts, corresponding to values of n for which

(a)£(H)<ÂA4,

(b) àA4 < £(//) < kc (where C = 250),

ic)kc <£(«).

It is important to observe that there is at most one value of n in category (b); for

£(« + 1) is the 2100th power of £(«). We will give upper bounds on (a), (b), and (c)

which imply uniform convergence of skix) to/(x). Then we will give a lower bound

on (b), which shows that in certain cases it is the dominant term: this term does not

approach zero effectively. Here are the estimates.

For (a). From (3) above, with £(«) in place of n, we get the upper bound

| (a) |«  2 2-|OO"[l000£(«)A1/2],
M=0

where n* is the largest integer n for which £(n) < kx/A. Using this estimate on £(«),

together with the fact that 2 2~100" < 2, we obtain

|(a)|<2000/A:1/4.

For (b). This time we want both upper and lower bounds. For the former we use

(2). There is at most one term in the (b) category, which we estimate by

| (b)|^ 2   ,00"-2  "<">[10001ogÄ:],

where n is the value (if it exists) which puts £(«) in  the interval (b). Now

Â:1/4 < £(«), so log k < 41og £(«) = 4 • log2 • 2100". Combining this with the above,

we get

|(b)|<4000-2~<,(B).

For the lower bound, we consider the special situation where k = £(«) and x = 0.

We use (1). Since log R(n) = log2 ■ 2'00", we obtain:

If k = £(«) and x = 0, then (b) > (1/2000) • 2_a(">.

For (c). Again we use (2), to obtain

| (c) | =s 2^=/v2~ l0°" • 2-a(n)[1000 log A:],

where N is the least integer for which £(N) > kc. Thus log k < (1/C) ■ log £(N) =

(1/C) • log2 ■ 2]00N. We replace 2'°°" • ln^N2~ m" by 2» 02~]00r < 2. Let a*(N) be
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the (noneffective) function

a*iN) = mina(w).

Then

|(c)|<2-a*(A,)(2000/C).

The estimation has finally come to an end. Now we put our results together to give

both upper and lower bounds on\skix) — fx)\ . These are, respectively,

(A) k(*)-/(*)|<^T?T + 4000 -2~a(n) + 2-"^N\2000/C),
k '

where n is the unique integer (if it exists) for which £(«) falls inside the interval (b),

N is the smallest integer with £(Ar) in (c), C = 250, and a*(Ar) = min{cz(w) | m >

A/}. We observe that, when n exists, N = n + 1.

For the lower bound, we assume that k = £(w) and x = 0. Then

1~a(n) 2000

(B) *«» -/(o) > ^ - ^20_ _ 2-.,«+o(200o/C),

where£(«) = 22    .

We note that, from the definition of R(n) and of the intervals (a), (b) and (c), n

and N are (up to a constant) on the order of log log k. Thus n and N approach

infinity with k. Since a(n) and a*(N) approach infinity, albeit not effectively, the

upper bound (A) shows that the Fourier series sk(x) converges uniformly to/(x).

Now we use the lower bound (B) to show that the convergence is not effective at

x = 0. As in Example 3 above, we take the function

u(n) = max{£ | aik) «£ «}.

Then, as before, u(n) is not bounded above by any recursive function; else the set A

would be recursive. Also, we need consider only those n for which u(n) 3= n. We now

reformulate the lower bound in terms of u(n).

Let m — uin). By definition of u(n), a(m) < n whereas aim') > n for m' > w.

Thus a*(w + 1) > n (since a*(w + 1) is the minimum of aim') for w' > m + 1).

Thus if k = Rim), (B) gives

i*(0)-/(0)>2-
1 2000

2000 C

2000

£(w) 1/4 •

Since C = 250, the coefficient of 2 "is bounded below by 1/3000. Since m = uin)

> n, £(w) >£(«). Also, from the definition of £(«), we trivially deduce

(2000/£(h)'/4) < (2-"/12,000) for n > 1. We observe that (1/3000) - (1/12,000)

= (1/4000). Putting all of this together, the inequality (B) reduces to the more

palatable form:

If m = uin), k = Rim), then sk(0) - /(0) > 2""/4000.

Now suppose that 5^.(0) converges effectively to /(0). This means that there is a

recursive function e(r) such that

k>e(r)    implies |^(0)-/(0) |< 10_r.
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Combining this with the previous inequality (and noting that 56 > 4000), we have

for r > 6,

k — R(m) > e(r) implies n > r, or

n < r implies £(w) = R[u(n)] < e(r).

Since R[u(n)] > u(n) (with room to spare), this gives an effective upper bound on

u(n), which is a contradiction.

Remark (Fejer's theorem). This asserts that if / is continuous on [ — 77,77],

f(—"ïï)—f(-n), then the sequence of arithmetic means an(x) — (l/(n + l))-[i0(x)

+ sx(x) + ■ ■ ■ +sn(x)] converges uniformly to f(x). Because it applies to all con-

tinuous functions, one would expect Fejer's theorem to effectivize, and it does. By

examining any of the standard proofs, we easily verify that if / is computable, then

o„(x) converges effectively and uniformly to/(x). In particular, this remark gives an

effective version of the Weierstrass approximation theorem for trigonometric poly-

nomials, and hence for ordinary polynomials as well.

Fourier transforms. Since the compact support hypothesis fails, we would hardly

expect positive results for Fourier transforms. Following the methods (and nota-

tions) of our several previous examples, it can be shown that the function

00

/(x)=   2 10-(a<*>+*>e-<*/,0*)2,       xGR1,

k = 0

is computable but has a noncomputable Fourier transform.

We would like to do something a little more fundamental. Specialists are well

aware that multiplication often behaves badly under the Fourier transform: the

theory of multipliers is an outgrowth of this circumstance. Here we show that similar

phenomena obtain for computabihty. Namely, on R" (« > 2), we exhibit a case

where a computable function /( co,,..., co„ ) has a computable Fourier transform, but

(cos/•)•/, r = (co2 + • • • +co2)l/2, does not.

In [15], the authors showed that there exist solutions u(xx,... ,xn, t) of the wave

equation,

ox, 8x2      dt2 V '

which are computable at time / = 0 but not computable at t = I. The initial

function w(x,,. ..,x„,0) in [15] is computable and has compact support. Hence its

Fourier transform, which involves integration of a computable function over a

compact domain, is also computable. Specifically, the Fourier transform is

u(co,,...,iofl,0) = /*.. f e-*>»x<+-+"»xMxt,---,x„,0)dxx---dxn.

The wave equation in Fourier transform space becomes

-(co2+-..+co2)*-^f = 0,
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where the initial conditions are

«( co,,..., «„, 0) = the computable Fourier transform given above,

gj(íO,,...,Wn,0)       =0.

This is a trivial ordinary differential equation in /, which we solve to find

u(co,,...,co„,0 = u(co,,...,co„,0)-cos[(co2 + • • • + co2)1/2/J.

Clearly «(co,,... ,co„, t), being the product of two computable functions, is comput-

able. In particular, its restriction to the hyperplane {/ = 1} is computable. However,

as noted above, the inverse Fourier transform u(xx,...,xn, 1) is not computable.

Since the Fourier transform and its inverse are (modulo a few parameter changes)

the same thing, this gives us an effortless way of extracting our counterexample from

previous results.

5. Computability for translation invariant operators. Let X and Y be vector spaces

of real-valued functions on R«, and let T: X -> Y be a linear operator such that:

(1) (Translation invariance.)  £ commutes with convolution,  i.e.   T[f*g] =

iTf) * g.
(2) (Compact support.) If/has compact support, then so does Tf.

(3) (Computability for smooth functions.) Let {<pk} be a sequence of C°°-compact

support functions <pk: R« -» R' for which the multi-sequence of partial derivatives

{<p^a)} (a = multi-index) is computable uniformly in k and a. Then the sequence

{Tcpk} is computable.

An example of such an operator is the derivative d/dx on C'[R']. In q dimensions,

the partial derivatives 8/3x, also have this property. A more recondite example,

which occurred in a previous paper of the authors [15], is Kirchhoff s formula for the

solution of the wave equation. This formula is a convolution operator which satisfies

(l)to(3).

Now we state a general result which holds for operators of this type. In prepara-

tion for this, let us recall the two conditions in our working definition of a

computable function on a compact domain:

(a) sequential computability;

(b) effective uniform continuity.

These conditions are independent in the sense that, in general, neither implies the

other. However, there are situations in which (b) implies (a), and this fact has

numerous applications.

Theorem 7. Let T be a linear operator which satisfies (l)-(3) above. Let f: Rq -> R1

be a computable function with compact support, and suppose that Tf satisfies condition

(b). Then Tf also satisfies (a), i.e. Tf is computable.

As an application of this result, we mention Theorem 1 above. There our proof

depended on the fact that, since /" was bounded, Tf= id/dx)f was effectively

uniformly continuous (condition (b)). Thus Theorem 1 is a corollary of Theorem 7.

(Actually Theorem  1  had slightly different hypotheses, involving the compact
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support of /, but that is a detail.) The same principle applies to partial derivatives,

and gives an extension of Theorem 1 to several variables.

In our previous work [15] on the wave equation with computable initial condi-

tions, we gave an example in which the solution i/(x, y, z, t) was computable at time

t — 0 but not at time t — 1. In this example, u(x, y, z, t) was a so-called "weak

solution": that is, although continuous, it was not twice differentiable. The use of

weak solutions is inevitable, and again this is a corollary of Theorem 7. To see this

we argue as follows. The transition from the initial condition /(x, y, z) to the

solution m(x, y, z, t) is given by an integral operator T, called Kirchhoffs operator

(cf. [15]). It is trivial to verify that £ satisfies our conditions (l)-(3). Now Theorem 7

implies that if w(x, y, z, 1) (setting / = 1) were effectively uniformly continuous, it

would be computable. Returning to our original question: if w(x, y, z, 1) were a

strong solution (of class C2), then it would obviously be effectively uniformly

continuous. By Theorem 7, it would be computable, and thus could not give the

desired counterexample.

Proof of Theorem 7. Because the hypotheses have been carefully formulated, the

proof is quite easy. We take any C°° function <p > 0 from R« -» R1 with support on

the unit disk in R«, and such that the sequence of derivatives {Va)} (a = multi-index)

is computable. We can suppose that the integral of <p over R« equals 1. Let

(pkix) — kqyikx), so that the sequence {(pk) forms an "approximate identity" for

convolution: i.e. the support of <pk is a disk of radius l/k about the origin, and the

integral of <pk over R« remains equal to 1. Now the following fact about convolutions

is well known:

Let g: Rq -> R1 be uniformly continuous, and for e > 0, take 8 > 0 so that

| x — y |< 8 implies | g(x) — giy) |< e. Then

l/k*z8 implies | ig*<pk) - g\<e.

To effectivize this, and thus prove Theorem 7, we proceed as follows. Since the

operator T satisfies (2) and / has compact support, so does Tf. Since by (1), T

commutes with convolution,

T[f*<Pk] = [Tf] *<pk.

By construction, {<p^a)} is a computable multi-sequence, and since / is computable

and integration is a computable process, {/* [<p^a)]} is computable. Now differentia-

tion also commutes with convolution, and so/* [<pka)] — [/* <pk](a). Hence by (3),

{£[/* <pk]} is a computable sequence.

As we have seen, £[/* q>k] = [Tf] * yk, and this sequence of functions is

computable. We will show that [Tf] * <pk converges effectively and uniformly to Tf,

so that Tf is computable. Here we use the assumption that Tf satisfies (b) (effective

uniform continuity). Thus there is a recursive function din) such that |x — y\<

l/din) implies | £/(x) — Tfy)\< 10~". Now the previously given estimate for

convolutions becomes effective, and we have

k > din) implies | ([Tf] * <pk) - £/|< 10"".

This completes the proof.
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Having seen several situations in which (b) implies (a), we are naturally led to ask

whether (a) also implies (b), so that (a) and (b) are equivalent. The answer is "no".

In [15] we gave a counterexample for the wave equation. It was rather intricate,

requiring twenty two manuscript pages. Here we give a corresponding example for

Theorem 1. Luckily, this new example is much simpler, but it uses many of the same

ideas, in particular, the following lemma.

Effective Modulus Lemma. There exists a computable sequence of rational

numbers {rm} in [0,1] with the following properties:

(1) the sequence [rm) is strictly increasing and converges to a noncomputable real

number a;

(2) the differences irm — rm_, ) do not approach zero effectively;

(3) for any computable sequence of reals {yk}, there exist recursive functions d(k)

and e(k) such that

\yk-rm\>l/d(k)   form^e(k).

[In particular, \yk — a\> l/d(k) for all k.]

We remark that, although there is a uniform procedure which bounds the numbers

yk away from a, there can be no effective way to determine the signs of all the

differences (yk — a). For if there were, then a would be computable: to see this, we

simply take for {yk} any effective enumeration of the rationals.

Before proving the lemma, we show how it applies to the problems discussed in

this section.

Example 8 (this encompasses Example 2). There exists a computable function

f(x) on [0, 1] which is twice differentiable (but not C2) and whose first derivative is

sequentially computable but not computable.

[In particular, since f(x) is continuous, this gives an example of a continuous

function which is sequentially computable but not computable. Moreover, since

fix) exists, the function/'(x) is effectively continuous at each point x0, although it

is not effectively uniformly continuous. Thus the proof that a continuous function

on a compact set is uniformly continuous cannot be effectivized.]

Construction of Example 8 (assuming the Effective Modulus Lemma). Following

the notations of the lemma, we set

m m m—1 *

Then by (2), the sequence [am] does not approach zero effectively. Let

bm = min(am,am_x),       m s* 2.

Since {rm} is strictly increasing, bm > 0. Finally, we use a computable C00 pulse

function <p(x) with support on [—1/2,1/2], as in Remark 3a near the end of §2.

Now our example is

/(x)=   I   lO-mbma2m-<f\lOmbm\x-rm_x)\,

so that

00

fix)=   1 a2m-<p'[l0"'b-\x -rm_,)].
m=2
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We note that the wth pulse is centered on rm_x. The series for / is effectively

uniformly convergent by comparison with 2 10 m, and it has computable sum-

mands, so / is computable. On the other hand, the individual pulses in the series for

/' have

amplitudes = Const • a2 ,

half-widths = 10_mô„, *£ 10"m,

where Const = max | (jp'(x) | • In particular, by definition of bm, these pulses do not

overlap. Hence/(x) is C°° except at a = lim rm. But/"(a) does exist: /"(a) = 0. To

see this, we observe that the wth pulse for fix) has amplitude = Const ■ a2m and

half-width < bm/2 < am/2, and that this pulse is centered on rm_x. However,

(a — rm_x) > irm — rm_x) = am, so that/'(x) is squeezed between two parabolas of

the form y — ±Const-(x — a)2. Thus /"(a) = 0, and hence /"(x) exists at all

points.

We now show that fix), although continuous, is not effectively uniformly

continuous and hence not computable. First we recall that the pulses in the series for

fix) have disjoint supports. The wth pulse has height = Const ■ a2m and half-width

< 10~m. Thus the half-widths approach zero effectively, and effective uniform

continuity would force the heights to do likewise. But we know that am — rm — rm_x

does not approach zero effectively, and hence neither does a2m.

Finally, we show that fix) is sequentially computable, i.e. that the sequence

[fiyk)} is computable for any computable sequence of reals {yk}. It is here that we

need the Effective Modulus Lemma. For the series which gives fix) does not

converge effectively (it cannot, since/'(x) is not computable), and to sum this series

at x = yk requires special considerations.

Take any computable sequence of reals {yk}; by the lemma there exist recursive

functions dik) and eik) such that

\yk - rm\> l/dik)    forw^e(/c).

Using this information, we can sum the series for/'(y¿) in a finite number of steps,

by a procedure which is uniform in k. Namely, let

Mik) = maximik),eik)),

where

mik) = the least integer with l0~m<Ar) < l/dik).

Then to compute/'(y^), we simply compute the first Mik) terms in the series for

fix); all other terms vanish at x = y^. To see this, we recall that the wth pulse is

centered on rm_, and has half-width < 10_m. When w > Mik), then

10"m< 10-m<*)< l/dik);

but w > eik) and so

\lk-rm-,\>\/d(k),

whence the wth pulse does not reach the point x = yk. This completes the proof.
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Proof of the Effective Modulus Lemma. This was proved in [15], but for the

sake of completeness we give an abbreviated version here. Our starting point is a

pair of recursively inseparable sets A and B; that is, the sets A, B are recursively

enumerable and disjoint, and there is no recursive set C with A EC and £ n C = 0.

Let ain) and bin) be recursive functions which enumerate A and £ in a one-to-one

fashion. Now we set

c m c 00

'„ = !+ 2 «>-<">,     « = |+ 2 io-t->.
«=0 n=0

Thus the decimal expansion of a is a sequence of 5's and 6's, with a 6 in the ith

place if and only if j G A. (We can assume that 0 G A, so that 0 < a < 1.)

Now take any computable sequence of reals {y^}. We will want to consider the

decimal expansions of the yk, and there is the difficulty that these expansions may

not be effectively determined, because of the ambiguity between decimals ending in

000... versus 999_However, we can construct a computable double sequence of

"finite decimal approximations" to the yk, using the following steps:

Since {yk} is computable (cf. §1), there exists a computable double sequence of

rationals {Rk,q} such that | Rk q — yk |< 10~(«+2>. Of course, the decimal expansion

of a rational number is computable. We define the (cyth decimal for y^.) to be that

decimal of length q + 1 which most closely approximates Rk ; in case of ties we

take the smaller one. Then \iqth decimal for y^) — Rkq|< (1/2)10~(«+1) and

I**, _ Ya I* (l/10)10-(«+1), so that

| ( 67th decimal for yk) - yk\< 10"(«+1).

Then the double sequence (cyth decimal for yk) is computable in the sense that, if we

write

(q th decimal for yk) = Nqß ■ NqXNq:2 ■ ■ ■ Nqq+,,

then N s = N sik) (where s *£ q + 1) is recursive in q, s, and k. This is the desired

effective sequence of finite decimal approximations to yk.

Now we come to the heart of the proof. It is here that we use the other set £ in our

recursively inseparable pair. Consider any particular yk. We list the sets A and £ in

turn, using the recursive functions ain) and bin). We stop when we come to an

integer s E A U £ such that either:

ia)s EA and Ns>, ̂  6, Nss+, ^ 0 or 9, or

(b) s E B and N^ = 6, Nss+, ¥= 0 or 9, or

(c) s E A U £ and Nss+, = 0 or 9.

One of the situations (a), (b), or (c) must eventually occur. To prove this, suppose

that (c) never occurs. Then let C denote the set of integers {s \ Nss = 6}. Since the

function Ns sik) is recursive, C is recursive, uniformly in k. Hence, since the sets A

and B are recursively inseparable, we cannot have A EC and B ECU A E\C then
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we have (a), and if £ (¿ C then we have (b). Furthermore, this procedure can be

carried out uniformly in k, by an effective process which returns to each yk infinitely

often.

Now we define the functions dik) and eik) of the lemma. We let 5 be the first

occurrence of a value s = ain) or s = bin) for which (a), (b), or (c) holds. Then we

set

dik) = W+\   e(k) = n.

We must verify that \rm — yk\> l/dik) for m > eik).

Recall that the sth decimal digit for a is a 6 if s E A, and otherwise it is a 5.

Furthermore, since ain) gives a one-to-one enumeration of A, and A (1 B — 0, the

5th decimal digit for rm is determined as soon as some a(n) or bin) equals s. By

definition of eik), this occurs as soon as w > eik). Then the sth digit for rm

coincides with that for a (6 if s E A, otherwise 5).

Now, taking w 3* eik), we show that | rm — yk \> 10~(î+1) = l/dik). The proof

depends on whether the above process terminated in (a), (b), or (c). If (c), then the

is + l)st decimal digit for yk is 8, 9, 0, or 1 (allowing for errors in the decimal

approximation), whereas the is + l)st digit for rm is 5 or 6. This gives a discrepancy

s* 10~(s+1), as desired. If (a), then the 5 th digit for rm is 6, whereas the sth digit for

yk is not 6; here we use the fact that Nss+X i= 0 or 9. Again we have a discrepancy

> 10~(î+1). The case (b) is handled similarly, and this completes the proof.
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